
Add：5452, Miyaura Omishima
☎ ：0897-82-0029
Open：Head 8:00～19:00

Branch 9:30～16:00（Weekdays）
9:00～17:00（Weekends）

Off  ：Wednesdays

Add：5562 , Miyaura Omishima
☎ ：0897-72-9308
Open ：（Café）11:00～16:00
Off： Mondas

≪Information≫
About 60 years ago, we
were selling athletic
goods, cosmetics and
stationeries. A number
of people came here,
because stationeries
were sold only here.
Now we sell handicraft
materials, stationeries
and toys.

≪Informaion≫
We opened this café to
energize Omishima. People
from abroad – Taiwan,
Germany, US etc. come here.
There is a space to barter one
item for another here♪

Iwataya Omishima
Minna-no-Ie

Murakami 
Iseido

Of course it’s good to enjoy the 
soft dough as it is.  I recommend 
you to warm it a little in a toaster. 
And the manju will be a bit crispy!
Please give it a try！

≪Information≫
Early in the morning, the street is 
filled with the nice smell of 
Mishima Manju.   Go to the shop  
early before they are sold out.

Add：5600, Miyaura Omishima
☎ ：0897-82-0408
Open：Not Regularly
Of  f：Not Regularly

≪Good Points of Omishima≫
Residents are friendly to
elderly people. It’s
comfortable to live with
plenty of nature and few
buildings.
≪Recommendations≫
Handicraft goods like
ribbons are popular.

This is  indispensable 
on this island, because 
we might get what we 
need here even when 
we can’t find it 

elsewhere.

Shimiru Curry

~

（Wine Bar）
Fridays, Saturdays

＜From an Editor ＞

Fresh ones are 
available in the 
morning♪

Murakami Iseido
(The Head Store)

The Branch Store

Sawaki
Inn

The Bus Stop
“Tunnel Shita”

Chaume
Inn

See p.29

Iwataya

18:00

22:00

The night street is also 
fantastic with lanterns.

You’ll  find a message on the 
other side of the plate♪

See p.26

≪Good Points≫
Beautiful nature and kind 
people in Omishima.

≪Our Dream≫
We hope more people will 
have a good time here.  

Visit us, please♪

≪Good Points of Omishima≫
We feel as if time passed slowly,
because the atmosphere is relaxing.
Also, we can feel the changes of the
seasons from the color of the sea.

See p.29Mishima Manju

Minna-no-Ie


